The increasing practicality of large-scale flow capture makes it possible to conceive of traffic analysis methods that detect and identify a large and diverse set of anomalies. However the challenge of effectively analyzing this massive data source for anomaly diagnosis is as yet unmet. We argue that the distributions of packet features (IP addresses and ports) observed in flow traces reveals both the presence and the structure of a wide range of anomalies. Using entropy as a summarization tool, we show that the analysis of feature distributions leads to significant advances on two fronts: (1) it enables highly sensitive detection of a wide range of anomalies, augmenting detections by volume-based methods, and (2) it enables automatic classification of anomalies via unsupervised learning. We show that using feature distributions, anomalies naturally fall into distinct and meaningful clusters. These clusters can be used to automatically classify anomalies and to uncover new anomaly types. We validate our claims on data from two backbone networks (Abilene and Géant) and conclude that feature distributions show promise as a key element of a fairly general network anomaly diagnosis framework.
INTRODUCTION
Network operators are routinely confronted with a wide range of unusual events -some of which, but not all, may be malicious. Operators need to detect these anomalies as they occur and then classify them in order to choose the appropriate response. The principal challenge in automatically detecting and classifying anomalies is that anomalies can span a vast range of events: from network abuse (e.g., DOS attacks, scans, worms) to equipment failures (e.g., outages) to unusual customer behavior (e.g., sudden changes in demand, flash crowds, high volume flows), and even to new, previously unknown events. A general anomaly diagnosis system should therefore be able to detect a range of anomalies with diverse structure, distinguish between different types of anomalies and group similar anomalies. This is obviously a very ambitious goal.
However, at the same time that this goal is coming into focus, operators are increasingly finding it practical to harvest networkwide views of traffic in the form of sampled flow data. In principle, this data source contains a wealth of information about normal and abnormal traffic behavior. However the anomalies present in this data are buried like needles in a haystack. An important challenge therefore is to determine how best to extract understanding about the presence and nature of traffic anomalies from the potentially overwhelming mass of network-wide traffic data.
A considerable complication is that network anomalies are a moving target. It is difficult to precisely and permanently define the set of network anomalies, especially in the case of malicious anomalies. New network anomalies will continue to arise over time; so an anomaly detection system should avoid being restricted to any predefined set of anomalies.
Our goal in this paper is to take significant steps toward a system that fulfills these criteria. We seek methods that are able to detect a diverse and general set of network anomalies, and to do so with high detection rate and low false alarm rate. Furthermore, rather than classifying anomalies into a set of classes defined a priori, we seek to mine the anomalies from the data, by discovering and interpreting the patterns present in network-wide traffic.
Our work begins with the observation that despite their diversity, most traffic anomalies share a common characteristic: they induce a change in distributional aspects of packet header fields (i.e., source and destination addresses and ports; for brevity in what follows, these are called traffic features). For example, a DOS attack, regardless of its volume, will cause the distribution of traffic by destination addresses to be concentrated on the victim address. Similarly, a scan for a vulnerable port (network scan) will have a dispersed distribution for destination addresses, and a skewed distribution for destination ports that is concentrated on the vulnerable port being scanned. Even anomalies such as worms might be detectable as a change in the distributional aspect of traffic features if observed at a high aggregation level, i.e. network wide. Our thesis is that examining distributions of traffic features yields considerable diagnostic power in both detection and classification of a large set of anomalies.
Treating anomalies as events that disturb the distribution of traffic features differs from previous methods, which have largely focused on traffic volume as a principal metric. In comparison, feature-based analysis has two key benefits. First, it enables detection of anomalies that are difficult to isolate in traffic volume. Some anomalies such as scans or small DOS attacks may have a minor effect on the traffic volume of a backbone link, and are perhaps better detected by systematically mining for distributional changes instead of volume changes. Second, unusual distributions reveal valuable information about the structure of anomaliesinformation which is not present in traffic volume measures. The distributional structure of an anomaly can aid in automatic classification of anomalies into meaningful categories. This is a significant advance over heuristic rule-based categorizations, as it can accommodate new, unknown anomalies and at the same time expose their unusual features.
The key question then is how to effectively extract the properties of feature distributions in a manner that is appropriate for anomaly detection and provides necessary information for anomaly classification. In this paper, we find that entropy is a particularly effective metric for this purpose. Entropy captures in a single value the distributional changes in traffic features, and observing the time series of entropy on multiple features exposes unusual traffic behavior.
We analyze network-wide flow traffic measurements (as the set of Origin Destination flows) from two IP backbone networks: Abilene and Géant. We find that examining traffic feature distributions as captured by entropy is an effective way to detect a wide range of important anomalies. We show that entropy captures anomalies distinct from those captured in traffic volume (such as bytes or packets per unit time). Almost all the anomalies detected are important to network operators -that is, our methods exhibit low false alarm probability. Further we show that our methods are very sensitive, capable of detecting anomalies that only comprise on the order of 1% of an average traffic flow. In the technical report version of this paper [24] , we also demonstrate that our methods are particularly effective at detecting network-wide anomalies that span multiple flows, detecting multi-flow anomalies that are severely dwarfed in individual flows (e.g., constituting much less than 1% of a flow's traffic).
We find that anomalies detected in Abilene and Géant naturally fall into distinct clusters, even when using simple clustering methods. Moreover, the clusters delineate anomalies according to their internal structure, and are semantically meaningful. The power of this approach is shown by (1) the discovery of new anomalies in Abilene that we had not anticipated and (2) the successful detection and classification of external anomalies (previously identified attacks and worms) injected into the Abilene and Géant traffic.
We believe our methods are practical; they rely only on sampled flow data (as is currently collected by many ISPs using router embedded software such as netflow [5, 15] ). However, our objective in this paper is not to deliver a fully automatic anomaly diagnosis system. Instead, we seek to demonstrate the utility of new primitives and techniques that a future system could exploit to diagnose anomalies.
This paper is organized as follows. We survey related work in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we elaborate on the utility of traffic feature distributions for diagnosing anomalies, and introduce the sample entropy metric to summarize distributions. In Section 4, we describe our anomaly diagnosis framework, comprising both an extension of the subspace method [23] to accommodate multiple data types, and an unsupervised classification technique using simple clustering algorithms. In Section 5 we introduce our experimental data. In Section 6, we show that entropy detects a new set of anomalies, not previously detected by the volume metrics; and we manually inject previously identified anomalies in our traffic to demonstrate the sensitivity of our methods. In Section 7, we show how to use entropy to identify anomalies, by automatically clustering them into distinct types. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
Anomaly detection has been studied widely (dating back at least as far as Denning's statistical model for anomaly detection [6] ), and has received considerable attention recently. Most of the work in the recent research and commercial literature (for e.g., [2] [3] [4] 22, 23, 29, 30] ) has treated anomalies as deviations in the overall traffic volume (number of bytes or packets). Volume based detection schemes have been successful in isolating large traffic changes (such as bandwidth flooding attacks), but a large class of anomalies do not cause detectable disruptions in traffic volume. In contrast, we demonstrate the utility of a more sophisticated treatment of anomalies, as events that alter the distribution of traffic features.
Furthermore, anomaly classification remains an important, unmet challenge. Much of the work in anomaly detection and identification has been restricted to point-solutions for specific types of anomalies, e.g., portscans [14] , worms [17, 32] , DOS attacks [11] , and flash crowds [12] . A general anomaly diagnosis method remains elusive, although two notable instances of anomaly classification are [34] and [18] . The authors of [34] seek to classify anomalies by exploiting correlation patterns between different SNMP MIB variables. The authors of [18] propose rule-based heuristics to distinguish specific types of anomalies in sampled flow traffic volume instead, but no evaluation on real data is provided. Our work suggests that one reason for the limited success of both these attempts at anomaly classification is that they rely on volume based metrics, which do not provide sufficient information to distinguish the structure of anomalies. In contrast, we show that by examining feature distributions, one can often classify anomalies into distinct categories in a systematic manner.
A third distinguishing feature of our method is that they can detect anomalies in network-wide traffic. Much of the work in anomaly detection has focussed on single-link traffic data. A network-wide view of traffic enables detection of anomalies that may be dwarfed in individual link traffic. Two studies that detect anomalies in network-wide data are [23] , which analyzes link traffic byte-counts, and [22] , which examines traffic volume in OriginDestination flows. Both studies use the subspace method to detect changes in traffic volume. We also employ the subspace method to compare volume-based detections to anomalies detected via entropy of feature distributions. We note however that our work goes beyond [22, 23] by mining for anomalies using traffic feature distributions instead of traffic volume. In doing so, we extend the subspace method to detect both multi-flow anomalies as well as anomalies that span multiple traffic features. Finally, we tackle the anomaly classification problem, which was not studied by the authors of [23] and [22] .
We are not aware of any work that provides a systematic methodology to leverage traffic feature distributions for anomaly diagnosis. The authors of [20] and [19] use address correlation properties in packet headers to detect anomalies. The authors of [21] also found that IP address distributions change during worm outbreaks. Entropy has been proposed for anomaly detection in other contexts, for example for problems in intrusion detection by [26] , and to detect DOS attacks [9] . We use entropy as a summarization tool for feature distributions, with a much broader objective: that of detecting and classifying general anomalies, not just individual types of anomalies. Other work proposes sketch-based methods to detect traffic volume changes and hierarchical heavy-hitters [36] . These methods also move beyond treating anomalies as simple volumebased deviations, but operate on single-link traffic only. There has also been considerable work on using traffic features to automatically find clusters in single-link traffic (not network-wide traffic, which is our focus); a notable example is [8] . Finally, concurrent with our work, the authors of [35] also use entropy to summarize traffic feature distributions, with the goal to classify and profile traffic on a single backbone link.
Finally, similar problems (pertaining to anomaly detection and classification) arise in the intrusion detection literature, where they remain open research problems [28] . Intrusion detection methods are well-suited for the network-edge, where it is feasible to collect and analyze detailed packet payload data. As such, many data mining methods proposed to detect intrusions rely on detailed data to mine for anomalies. Such methods do not appear likely to scale to network-wide backbone traffic, where payload data is rare, and only sampled packet header measurements are currently practical to collect. In contrast to the work in edge-based anomaly detection with packet payload data, our objective is to diagnose networkwide anomalies using sampled packet header data.
FEATURE DISTRIBUTIONS
Our thesis is that the analysis of traffic feature distributions is a powerful tool for the detection and classification of network anomalies. The intuition behind this thesis is that many important kinds of traffic anomalies cause changes in the distribution of addresses or ports observed in traffic.
For example, Table 1 lists a set of anomalies commonly encountered in backbone network traffic. Each of these anomalies affects the distribution of certain traffic features. In some cases, feature distributions become more dispersed, as when source addresses are spoofed in DOS attacks, or when ports are scanned for vulnerabilities. In other cases, feature distributions become concentrated on a small set of values, as when a single source sends a large number of packets to a single destination in an unusually high volume flow.
A traffic feature is a field in the header of a packet. In this paper, we focus on four fields: source address (sometimes called source IP and denoted srcIP), destination address (or destination IP, denoted dstIP), source port (srcPort) and destination port (dstPort). Clearly, these are not the only fields that may be examined to detect or classify an anomaly; our methods are general enough to encompass other fields as well. However all our results in this paper are based on analysis of these four fields. Figure 1 illustrates an example of how feature distributions change as the result of a traffic anomaly-in this case, a port scan occurring in traffic from the Abilene backbone network (described in Section 5). Two traffic features are illustrated: destination ports in the upper half of the figure, and destination addresses in the lower half of the figure. Each plot shows a distribution of features found in a 5-minute period. Distributions are plotted as histograms over the set of features present, in decreasing rank order. On the left in each case is the distribution during a typical 5-minute period, and on the right is the distribution during a period including the port scan event.
In the upper half of the figure, both plots have the same range in the Ý-axis. Thus, although the most common destination port occurs about the same number of times (roughly 30) in both cases, the total number of ports seen is much larger during the anomaly. This results in a distribution that is much more dispersed during the anomaly than during normal conditions. The reverse effect occurs with respect to destination addresses. In the lower half of the figure, both plots have the same range in the Ü-axis. Here there is roughly the same number of distinct addresses in both cases, but during the anomaly the address distribution becomes more concentrated. The most common address occurs about 30 times in normal conditions, while there is an address that occurs more than 500 times during the anomaly. Unfortunately, leveraging these observations in anomaly detection and classification is challenging. The distribution of traffic features is a high-dimensional object and so can be difficult to work with directly. However, we can make the observation that in most cases, one can extract very useful information from the degree of dispersal or concentration of the distribution. In the above example, the fact that destination ports were dispersed while destination addresses were concentrated is a strong signature which should be useful both for detecting the anomaly and identifying it once it has been detected.
A metric that captures the degree of dispersal or concentration of a distribution is sample entropy. We start with an empirical histogram The metric takes on the value 0 when the distribution is maximally concentrated, i.e., all observations are the same. Sample entropy takes on the value ÐÓ ¾ AE when the distribution is maximally dis-
Sample entropy can be used as an estimator for the source entropy of an ergodic stochastic process. However it is not our intent here to use sample entropy in this manner. We make no assumptions about ergodicity or stationarity in modeling our data. We simply use sample entropy as a convenient summary statistic for a distribution's tendency to be concentrated or dispersed. Furthermore, entropy is not the only metric that captures a distribution's concentration or dispersal; however we have explored other metrics and find that entropy works well in practice.
In this paper we compute the sample entropy of feature distributions that are constructed from packet counts. The range of values taken on by sample entropy depends on AE the number of distinct values seen in the sampled set of packets. In practice we find that this means that entropy tends to increase when sample sizes increase, i.e., when traffic volume increases. This has a number of implications for our approach. In the detection process, it means that anomalies showing unusual traffic volumes will also sometimes show unusual entropy values. Thus some anomalies detected on the basis of traffic volume are also detected on the basis of entropy changes. In the classification process, the effect of this phenomenon is mitigated by normalizing entropy values as explained in Section 4.3.
Entropy is a sensitive metric for detecting and classifying changes in traffic feature distributions. Later (Section 7.2.2) we will show that each of the anomalies in Table 1 can be classified by its effect on feature distributions. Here, we illustrate the effectiveness of entropy for anomaly detection via the example in Figure 2 .
The figure shows plots of various traffic metrics around the time of the port scan anomaly whose histograms were previously shown in Figure 1 . The timepoint containing the anomaly is marked with a circle. The upper two timeseries show the number of bytes and packets in the origin-destination flow containing this anomaly. The lower two timeseries show the values of sample entropy for destination IP and destination port. The upper two plots show that the port scan is difficult to detect on the basis of traffic volume, i.e., the number of bytes and packets in 5 minute bins. However, the lower two plots show that the port scan stands out clearly when viewed through the lens of sample entropy. Entropy of destination IPs declines sharply, consistent with a distributional concentration around a single address, and entropy of destination ports rises sharply, consistent with a dispersal in the distribution of observed ports.
DIAGNOSIS METHODOLOGY
Our anomaly diagnosis methodology leverages these observations about entropy to detect and classify anomalies. To detect anomalies, we introduce the multiway subspace method, and show how it can be used to detect anomalies across multiple traffic features, and across multiple Origin-Destination (or point to point) flows. To classify anomalies, we adopt an unsupervised classification strategy and show how to cluster structurally similar anomalies together. Together, the multiway subspace method and the clustering algorithms form the foundation of our anomaly diagnosis methodology.
The Subspace Method
Before introducing the multiway subspace method, we first review the subspace method itself.
The subspace method was developed in statistical process control, primarily in the chemical engineering industry [7] . Its goal is to identify typical variation in a set of correlated metrics, and detect unusual conditions based on deviation from that typical variation.
Given a Ø¢Ô data matrix in which columns represent variables or features, and rows represent observations, the subspace method works as follows. In general we assume that the Ô features show correlation, so that typical variation of the entire set of features can be expressed as a linear combination of less than Ô variables. Using principal component analysis, one selects the new set of Ñ Ô variables which define an Ñ-dimensional subspace. Then normal variation is defined as the projection of the data onto this subspace, and abnormal variation is defined as any significant deviation of the data from this subspace.
In the specific case of network data, this method is motivated by results in [25] which show that normal variation of OD flow traffic is well described as occupying a low dimensional space. This low dimensional space is called the normal subspace, and the remaining dimensions are called the residual subspace.
Having constructed the normal and residual subspaces, one can decompose a set of traffic measurements at a particular point in time, Ü, into normal and residual components: Ü Ü · Ü The size ( ¾ norm) of Ü is a measure of the degree to which the particular measurement Ü is anomalous. Statistical tests can then be formulated to test for unusually large Ü , based on setting a desired false alarm rate « [13] .
The separation of features into distinct subspaces can be accomplished by various methods. For our datasets (introduced in Section 5), we found a knee in the amount of variance captured at Ñ ½¼ (which accounted for 85% of the total variance); we therefore used the first 10 principal components to construct the normal subspace.
The Multiway Subspace Method
We introduce the multiway subspace method in order to address the following problem. As shown in Table 1 , anomalies typically induce changes in multiple traffic features. To detect an anomaly in an OD flow, we must be able to isolate correlated changes (positive or negative) across all its four traffic features (addresses and ports). Moreover, multiple OD flows may collude to produce networkwide anomalies. Therefore, in addition to analyzing multiple traffic features, a detection method must also be able to extract anomalous changes across the ensemble of OD flows.
A visual representation of this multiway (spanning multiple traffic features) and multivariate (spanning mulitple OD flows) data is presented in Figure 3 . There are four matrices, one for each traffic feature. Each matrix represents the multivariate timeseries of a particular metric for the ensemble of OD flows in the network.
Let À denote the three-way data matrix in Figure 3 . À is composed of the multivariate entropy timeseries of all the OD flows, organized by distinct feature matrices; À´Ø Ô µ denotes the entropy value at time Ø for OD flow Ô, of the traffic feature . We denote the individual matrices by À´srcIPµ, À´dstIPµ, À´srcPortµ, and À´dstPortµ. Each matrix is of size Ø ¢ Ô, and contains the entropy timeseries of length Ø bins for Ô OD flows for a specific traffic feature. Anomalous values in any feature and any OD flow correspond to outliers in this multiway data; the task at hand is to mine for outliers in À.
The multiway subspace method draws on ideas that have been well studied in multivariate statistics [16] . An effective way of analyzing multiway data is to recast it into a simpler, single-way representation. The idea behind the multiway subspace method is to "unfold" the multiway matrix in Figure 3 into a single, large matrix. And, once this transformation from multiway to single-way is complete, the subspace method (which in general is designed for single-way data [23] ) can be applied to detect anomalies across different OD flows and different features.
We unwrap À by arranging each individual feature matrix side by side. This results in a new, merged matrix of size Ø ¢ Ô, which contains the ensemble of OD flows, organized in submatrices for the four traffic features. We denote this merged matrix by À. The first Ô columns of À represent the source IP entropy submatrix of the ensemble of Ô OD flows. The next Ô columns (from column Ô· ½ to ¾Ô) of À contain the source port submatrix, followed by the destination IP submatrix (columns ¾Ô· ½ to ¿Ô) and the destination port submatrix (columns ¿Ô · ½ to Ô). Each submatrix of À must be normalized to unit energy, so that no one feature dominates our analysis. Normalization is achieved by dividing each element in a submatrix by the total energy of that submatrix. In all subsequent discussion we assume that À has been normalized to unit energy within each submatrix.
Having unwrapped the multiway data structure of Figure 3 , we can now apply standard multivariate analysis techniques, in particular the subspace method, to analyze À.
Once À has been unwrapped to produce À, detection of multiway anomalies in À via the standard subspace method. Each OD flow feature can be expressed as a sum of normal and anomalous components. In particular, we can write a row of À at time Ø, denoted by · , where is the portion of contained the -dimensional normal subspace, and contains the residual entropy.
Anomalies can be detected by inspecting the size of vector, which is given by ¾ . Unusually large values of ¾ signal anomalous conditions, and following [23] , we can set detection thresholds that correspond to a given false alarm rate for ¾ .
Multi-attribute Identification
Detection tells us the point in time when an anomaly occured. To isolate a particular anomaly, we need to identify the OD flow(s) involved in the anomaly. In the subspace framework, an anomaly triggers a displacement of the state vector away from the normal subspace. It is the direction of this displacement that is used when identifying the participating OD flow(s). We follow the general approach in [23] with extensions to handle the multiway setting. The identification method proposed in [23] focused on one dimensional anomalies (corresponding to a single flow), whereas we seek to identify multidimensional anomalies (anomalies spanning multiple features of a single flow). As a result we extend the previous method as follows. Let ¢ be a Ô ¢ binary matrix. For each OD flow , we construct a ¢ such that ¢ ´ · Ñ Ñµ ½ for Ñ ½
The result is that ¢ can be used to "select" the features from belonging to flow . Then when an anomaly is detected, the feature state vector can be expressed as:
where £ denotes the typical entropy vector, ¢ specified the components of belonging to OD flow , and is the amount of change in entropy due to OD flow . The final step to identifying which flow contains the anomaly is to select
Ö Ñ Ò Ñ Ò ¢
We do not restrict ourselves to identifying only a single OD flow using this method; we reapply our method recursively until the resulting state vector is below the detection threshold.
The simultaneous treatment of traffic features for the ensemble of OD flows via the multiway subspace method has two principal advantages. First, normal behavior is defined by common patterns present across OD flows and features, and hence directly from the data, as opposed to a priori parameterized models. And second, correlated anomalies across both OD flows and features (which may be individually small and hard to detect) stand out, and are therefore more easily detected.
Unsupervised Classification
In order to categorize anomalies, we need a way to systematically examine the structure of anomalies and group similar anomalies together. We turn to a clustering approach because it is an unsupervised method, and therefore can potentially adapt to new anomalies as they arise.
There are broadly two types of clustering algorithms: partitional and hierarchical. Partitional algorithms exploit global structure to divide the data into a choice of clusters, with the goal of producing meaningful partitions. Hierarchical algorithms use local neighborhood structure and work bottom-up (or top-down), merging (or splitting) existing clusters with neighboring clusters. We used a representative algorithm from each: from partitional algorithms, we selected the -means algorithm, and from hierarchical clustering algorithms, we selected the hierarhical agglomerative algorithm. For both algorithms, we relied on Euclidean distance between vectors as the distance metric between anomalies in entropy space. A description of both algorithms can be found in [24] .
As we shall see in Section 7, our results are not sensitive to the choice of algorithm used, although the algorithms are very different. This independence from specific clustering algorithms is encouraging, and underscores the utility of the entropy metrics we use to cluster anomalies.
A basic question that arises when doing clustering is to find the proper number of clusters to best describe a dataset. Objective answers are not usually possible, but a subjective decision can be made based on examining intra-cluster and inter-cluster variation. The idea is that, as the number of clusters increases, intra-cluster variation should reach a minimum point, while inter-cluster variation reaches a maximum point. Adding additional clusters beyond this point does not add much ability to explain data variation in terms of clusters. These metrics are defined precisely in [24] .
A good number of clusters will minimize the intra-cluster variation, while maximizing the inter-cluster variation. Thus examining the behavior of both forms of variation as a function of the number of clusters helps in choosing the appropriate number of clusters.
DATA
We study the proposed anomaly detection and classification framework using sampled flow data collected from all access links of two backbone networks: Abilene and Géant.
Abilene is the Internet2 backbone network, connecting over 200 US universities and peering with research networks in Europe and Asia. It consists of 11 Points of Presence (PoPs), spanning the continental US. We collected three weeks of sampled IP-level traffic flow data from every PoP in Abilene for the period December 8, 2003 to December 28, 2003 . Sampling is periodic, at a rate of 1 out of 100 packets. Abilene anonymizes destination and source IP addresses by masking out their last 11 bits. Géant is the European Research network, and is twice as large as Abilene, with 22 PoPs, located in the major European capitals. We collected three weeks of sampled flow data from Géant as well, for the period of November 15, 2004 to December 8, 2004 . Data from Géant is sampled periodically, at a rate of 1 every 1000 packets. The Géant flow records are not anonymized. Both networks report flow statistics every 5 minutes; this allows us to construct traffic timeseries with bins of size 5 minutes. The prevalence of experimental and academic traffic on both networks make them attractive testbeds for developing and validating methods for anomaly diagnosis.
The methodology we use to construct Origin-Destination (OD) flows is similar for both networks. The traffic in an origindestination flow consists of IP-level flows that enter the network at a given ingress PoP and exit at another egress PoP. Therefore, to aggregate our flow data at the OD flow level, we must resolve the egress PoP for each flow record sampled at a given ingress PoP. This egress PoP resolution is accomplished by using BGP and ISIS routing tables, as detailed in [10] . There are 121 such OD flows in Abilene and 484 in Géant. We construct traffic timeseries at 5 minute bins for six views of OD flow traffic: number of bytes, number of packets, and the sample entropy values of its 4 traffic features (source and destination addresses and ports).
There are two sources of potential bias in our data. First, the traffic flows are sampled. Sampling reduces the number of IP-flows in an OD flow (with small flows suffering more), but it does not have a fundamental impact on our diagnosis methods. Of course, if the sampling rate is too low, we may not sample many anomalies entirely. Later in Section 6.3, we find that entropy-based detections can expose anomalies that have been thinned substantially. We therefore conjecture that volume-based metrics are more sensitive to packet sampling than detections via entropy.
Another source of bias may arise from the anonymization of IP addresses in Abilene. In some cases, anonymization makes it difficult to extract the exact origin and destination IP of an anomaly. We may also be unable to detect a small number of anomalies (those affecting prefixes longer than 21 bits) in Abilene. To quantify the impact of anonymization has on detecting anomalies, we performed the following experiment. We anonymized one week of Géant data, applied our detetion methods, and compared our results with the unanonymized data. In the anonymized data, we detected 128 anomalies, whereas in the unanonymized data, we found 132 anomalies. We therefore expect to detect more anomalies in Géant than Abilene, both because of the unanonymized nature of its data, and because of its larger size (twice as many PoPs, and four times the number of OD flows as Abilene).
It is also worthwhile to consider the effects of spoofed headers on our study, since our analysis rests on studying packet header distributions. In fact the spoofing of source addresses (e.g. in a DOS attack) and ports works in our favor, as it disturbs the feature distributions, making detection possible. In order to evade detection, spoofing would require constructing addresses and ports that obey "typical" distributions for each OD flow -a challenging task.
We now apply our methods to OD flow timeseries of both networks, and present results on detection and classification of anomalies.
DETECTION
The first step in anomaly diagnosis is detection -designating the points in time at which an anomaly is present. To understand the potential for using feature distributions in anomaly detection, we ask three questions: (1) Does entropy allow detection of a larger set of anomalies than can be detected via volume-based methods alone? (2) Are the additional anomalies detected by entropy fundamentally different from those detected by volume-based methods? And (3) how precise (in terms of false alarm rate and detection rate) is entropy-based detection?
We answer these questions in the following subsections. We first compare the sets of anomalies detected by volume-based and entropy-based methods. We then manually inspect the anomalies detected to determine their type and to determine false alarm rate. Finally we inject known anomalies taken from labelled traces into existing traffic traces while varying the intensity of the injected attacks, to determine detection rate.
Volume and Entropy
Our starting point in understanding the anomalies detected via entropy is to contrast them with those that are detected using volume metrics.
As a representative technique for detecting volume anomalies, we use the methods described in [23] . This consists of applying the subspace method to the multivariate OD flow timeseries, where each OD flow is represented as a timeseries of counts of either packets or bytes per unit time. The number of IP-flows metric is distinct from the simple volume metrics (number of bytes and packets) because it has information about the 4-tuple state of flows, and so is more closely related to the entropy metric. As such, we ran the subspace method on timeseries of packets and bytes; any anomaly that was detected in either case was considered a volume-detected anomaly. On the other hand, to detect anomalies using entropy we use the multiway subspace method on the three-way matrix À.
Our goal is to compare the nature of volume-based detection with that of entropy based detection. As described in Section 4.1, the subspace method yields a residual vector that captures the unexplained variation in the metric. For bytes we denote the residual vector , for packets Ô, and for entropy .
Since detections occur when the norm of the residual vector is large, we can compare detection methods by looking at the norm of both residual vectors for each timepoint. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 show that the sets of anomalies detected via volume and entropy metrics are largely disjoint. In particular, many anomalies that actually involve very little additional traffic volume are detectable using entropy. These anomalies are not detectable via volume metrics. Figure 4(a) shows that bytes and entropy detect almost completely distinct sets of anomalies. When the metric is packets, as shown in Figure 4 (b), a number of anomalies are detected via both volume and entropy, but many more anomalies are only detectable via entropy. While these results are dependent on the particular thresholds used, it is clear from inspecting the figure that setting the volume threshold low enough to detect the majority of entropy-detected anomalies would introduce a vast number of false alarms. In Table 2 we provide a quantitative breakdown of the anomalies detected across all our datasets. As mentioned in Section 5, the large number of anomalies detected in the Géant network can likely be attributed to its larger size, and to the fact that the Géant data is not anonymized. We also note that there are two large outages (or periods of missing data) in the Géant data that account for about 130 detections.
The table shows that the set of additional anomalies detected using entropy is substantial (461 additional anomalies in Géant and 258 additional anomalies in Abilene). Furthermore, the relatively small overlap between the sets of anomalies detected via the two methods in Table 2 quantitatively confirms the results in Figure 4 , namely, that volume measures and entropy complement each other in detecting anomalies.
Manual Inspection
To gain a clearer understanding of the nature of the anomalies detected using entropy, we manually inspected each of the 444 anomalies detected in the Abilene dataset. Our manual inspection involved looking at the traffic in each anomalous timebin at the IP flow level, and employed a variety of strategies. First, we extracted the top few heavy-hitters in each feature. Second, we examined the patterns of port and address usage across the set of anomalous flows; in particular, we checked for either sequentially increasing, sequentially decreasing, or apparently random values (which are relatively easy to spot) in each feature. Third, we inspected the sizes of packets involved in the anomaly. And last, we looked for specific values of the features, especially ports, involved.
Our goal was to try to place each anomaly into one of the classes in Table 1 . In the process, we made use of some general observations. First, anomalies labeled Alpha were high-rate flows from a single source to a single destination [31] . In our data, most of these correspond to routine bandwidth measurement experiments run by SLAC [27, 33] . However, many high bandwidth flows are in fact malicious in intent, e.g., bandwidth DOS attacks. In order to separate these DOS attacks from typical alpha flows, we made use of port information; both bandwidth measurement experiments and many DOS attacks use recognizable ports. In addition, DOS attacks can be spoofed, and so anomalies with no dominant source but a dominant destination were also labeled as DOS. To distinguish flash crowd events from DOS attacks, we used a simplified version of the heuristics in [12] : we labeled as a flash event traffic originating from a set of sources that did not appear to be spoofed, and directed to a single destination at a well known destination port. Some anomalies had no dominant features, but showed sharp dips in traffic volume. These anomalies correspond to outage-related events, and we cross-verified them with Abilene operations reports [1] .
Our manual classification was largely successful, but there were a number of anomalies that could not be classified. First, there were some anomalies that showed no substantial deviation in any entropy or volume timeseries. We checked each of these to see if they showed unusual characteristics at the flow level. If not, we labeled each such anomaly as a false alarm. Second, there was a set of anomalies that we simply could not classify with certainty. These all showed some sort of unusual behavior at the IP flow level, but the nature of that behavior was hard to classify. Some of these unknowns appear to be multiple anomalies co-occurring in the same timebin. A large set of these unknowns simply correspond to anomaly structures that we were not aware of when we manually inspected them. We will show in Section 7 that many of these unknown anomalies in fact correspond to a peculiar new class of anomalies, whose structure was exposed by our automatic classification methods.
The results of our manual inspection are listed in Table 3 . The table shows that certain types of anomalies are much more likely to be detected in entropy than in volume. In fact, none of the port scans, network scans or point-to-multipoint transfers were detected via volume metrics; these types of anomalies were only detected using entropy. These types of anomalies are predominantly lowvolume, and therefore difficult to detect by volume-based methods, confirming the observations in Figure 4 . It is important to note that even though these anomalies involve little traffic volume, they are important to an operator. For example, some of the 28 lowvolume network scans detected in entropy were destined to port 1433, which indicates that they were likely to be scanning probes from a host or hosts infected with the MS-SQL Snake worm.
We note that although these low-volume anomalies are "buried" within a large mass of normal traffic, they have properties that make them easy to detect using the multiway subspace method. These low-volume anomalies induce strong simultaneous changes across multiple traffic features. Referring back to Figure 3 , these simultaneous changes (signified by the common spike in each of the four features for a single flow) combine to make the detection problem easier. For example, a port scan induces a dispersal in destination ports and simultaneously concentrates the destination IP distribution. Even though the individual shifts in entropy may be small, the subspace method combines them into a single large, detectable change in the state vector. Table 3 also sheds light on false alarm rate. The table shows that in three weeks of data, only 43 anomalies were clearly false alarms. This is a minimum value, because some anomalies in the unknown category might be considered false alarms if their nature were completely understood; but from our inspection, it does not appear that this is true in most cases. Thus we conclude that the false alarm rate is generally low (on the order of 10% of detections) for distribution-based detection.
Detecting Known Anomalies
The last section showed that entropy-based anomaly detection has low false alarm rate, and appears to be sensitive in its ability to detect low-volume anomalies. However, we were not able to directly measure the method's detection rate because we were working only with anomalies actually present in our traces. To test detection rate more directly, we need controlled experiments involving known anomalies at varying intensities. To do this we make use of a set of traces taken from documented attacks and infections (which are described next).
Methodology
To test detection rate we considered generating synthetic anomalies -packet traces specifically constructed to mimic certain anomalies. However we rejected this approach because we did not want to inadvertently inject bias into our results. Instead we decided to make use of packet traces containing well-studied anomalies, to extract the anomalies from these traces, and to superimpose the anomalies onto our Abilene data in a manner that is as realistic as possible. This involved a number of steps which we describe below.
We used traces of three anomalies of varying intensity. The first is a single-source bandwidth attack on a single target destination described in [11] . The second trace is a multi-source distributed denial of service attack on a single target, also described in [11] . Both these traces were collected by the Los Nettos regional ISP in 2003. The third trace is a worm scan, described in [32] . This trace was collected from an ISP in Utah, in April 2003. All three traces consist of packet headers without any sampling.
In all three traces, the anomaly traffic was mixed with background traffic. We extracted the anomaly packets from the DOS attacks by identifying the victim, and extracting all packets directed to that address. The worm scan trace was already annotated, making extraction straightforward. We then mapped header fields in the extracted packets to appropriate values for the Abilene network. We did this by zeroing out the last 11 bits of the address fields to match the Abilene anonymization, and then applying a random mapping from the addresses and ports seen in the attack trace to addresses and ports seen in the Abilene data.
Having extracted and appropriately transformed the anomaly traffic, we then injected it into our traffic data. We selected a random timebin, which did not contain an anomaly. Then, we inject the anomaly in turn into each OD flow in the Abilene data. After each injection, we applied the multiway subspace method to determine whether the injected anomaly was detected. This allowed us to compute a detection rate over OD flows.
In order to evaluate our methods on varying anomaly intensities, we thinned the original trace by selecting 1 out of every AE packets, then extracted the anomaly and injected it into the Abilene OD flows. For the particular timebin we selected, the average traffic intensity of an Abilene OD flow was 2068 packets per second (recall that our Abilene data is itself sampled with a factor of 100). The resulting intensity of each anomaly for the various thinning rates is shown in in Table 4 . The table also shows the percent of all packets in the resulting OD flow that was due to the injected anomaly.
Results
The resulting detection rates from injecting single OD flow anomalies are shown in Figure 5 . In each figure, we show results from the multiway subspace method for two different detection thresholds (« = 0.995 and « = 0.999). We use these relatively high detection thresholds to make our results as conservative as possible; lower detection thresholds would generate higher detection rates. Each figure also shows results for detection based on volume metrics alone (bytes and packets) and volume metrics combined with entropy. The difference between the curves for entropy and vol- Table 4 : Intensity of injected anomalies, in # pkts / sec and percent of OD flow traffic.
ume+entropy can be interpreted as a lower bound on the detection rate due to entropy alone. This figure sheds light on a number of aspects of detection rate. First, all anomalies are easily detected when they occur at high volume. All single source DOS attacks are detected when they comprise at least 14% of an OD flow's traffic on average. All multi source DOS attacks are detected when they comprise at least 12% of an OD flow's traffic on average. And all worm scans are detected when they comprise at least 6% of an OD flow's traffic on average. Note that the percentages given in the table are averaged over all OD flows; for the highest-rate OD flows, the fraction of traffic comprising the anomaly is much less than the average given here.
Second, we note that at even lower rates of anomaly traffic, entropy is much more effective for detection than are volume metrics. Figures 5(b) and (c) show that when entropy is used for detection, high detection rates are possible for much lower intensity anomalies: for example, a detection rate of 80% is possible for worm scans comprising only 0.63% of OD flow traffic on average. For this same level of intensity, volume based detection is ineffective. Finally, Figure 5(a) shows that when single-source DOS attack traffic comprises 1.6% of OD flow traffic on average, entropy based detection is still more effective than volume based detection, but to a lesser degree.
In summary, the results in this section are encouraging for the use of entropy as a metric for anomaly detection. We find that entropybased detection exposes a large number of anomalies that can not be detected using volume-based methods. Many of these anomalies are of a fundamentally different type from those exposed by volume-based methods, and include malicious behavior of considerable interest to network operators. Finally, we find that entropy based detection generates relatively few false alarms, and has a high detection rate even when anomalies comprise a small fraction of overall OD flow volume.
CLASSIFICATION
The last section showed that traffic feature distributions add considerable range and sensitivity to anomaly detection. In this section we show how feature distributions can be used to understand the nature of the anomalies detected.
As discussed previously, we seek to avoid the limitations imposed by working only with a predefined set of anomaly classes. Instead we seek to mine the anomaly classes from the data, by discovering and interpreting the patterns present in the set of anomalies. Our general strategy is to employ unsupervised learning in the form of clustering.
Clustering Known Anomalies
To cluster anomalies, we start by recognizing that each anomaly can be thought of as a point in four-dimensional space with coordinate vector À´srcIPµ À´dstIPµ À´srcPortµ À´dstPortµ .
Next we rescale each point to unit norm (divide it by ) to focus on the relationship between entropies rather than their absolute values. We can then ask whether anomalies of similar types will appear to be near to each other in this entropy space.
To gain intuition about clustering using these metrics, we begin by examining sets of known anomalies and observing how clusters emerge. In subsequent sections we apply clustering to unknown anomalies as a tool for classification. Figure 6 illustrates how known anomalies (used in Section 6.3) are distributed in entropy space. Figure 6 presents one projection of the 4 entropy dimensions, namely the residual source IP entropy plotted against residual destination IP entropy.
In Figure 6 (a), the anomalies are labeled based on their known types: open boxes are single-source DOS attacks, stars are multisource DOS attacks, and open circles are worm scans. The figure shows that these three attack types are clearly separated in entropy space. Each set of attacks appears in an expected position in this space: single source attacks in the region characterized by low entropy in srcIP and dstIP, a result of the presence of a large number of packets from a single source to a single destination. The multisource attacks show up in the region of low dstIP entropy and high srcIP entropy, a result of many sources sending to a single destination. Finally, worm scans appear in the region of low srcIP entropy, high dstIP entropy (and low dstPort entropy, which is not shown) -a consequence of a small set of senders probing a large set of destinations on a single port.
The distinct separation among these three types of known anomalies suggests that it may be possible to divide this set of anomalies into groups automatically. To explore the effectiveness of this approach we use the Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering algorithm as described in Section 4.3. Figure 6 (b) shows the results for three clusters. Note that in this figure, the plot symbols reflect the results of the clustering algorithm (rather than the known anomaly types as before). Different clusters have been assigned different plot symbols. It is clear that the three types of anomalies are easily distinguished by an automatic clustering procedure. Almost every anomaly has been assigned to its proper cluster. There are only 4 cases out of 296 where an anomaly is placed in the wrong cluster by automatic clustering.
Turning to actual anomalies found in traffic, we can get a qualitative sense of how distinct anomalies form clusters by looking at Figure 7 . This figure shows the set of anomalies detected in three weeks of Géant data. The figure shows that anomalies detected in traffic are spread very irregularly in entropy space, forming fairly clear clusters. Furthermore, it shows that how clusters are bounded in each dimension. Many clusters are "clumps," which are tightly bounded in three dimensions. Other clusters appear as bands which are tightly bounded in two dimensions. The fact the clusters are generally tightly localized in entropy space suggests that clustering may be effective as a tool for classifying anomalies found in traffic. We explore the potential for this approach in the next section.
Clusters and Classes
Although Figure 7 exhibits clusters on visual examination, an algorithmic approach to analyzing these spatial anomaly patterns involves two questions: (1) What is the best method for dividing data such as these into clusters? And, (2) what is the relationship between the clusters found and the classification of the anomalies present?
Clustering Anomalies
As discussed in Section 4.3, typical methods for assessing an appropriate number of clusters to use in modelling a dataset are intercluster variation and intra-cluster variation. We apply two clustering algorithms ( -means and hierarchical agglomeration) to each of the two datasets (anomalies detected in 3 weeks of Abilene traffic and those detected in 3 weeks of Géant traffic). The resulting interand intra-cluster variation as a function of the number of clusters for Abilene are shown in Figure 8 (the Géant results are similar, and can be found in [24] ).
The figure shows that all combinations of clustering methods, metrics, and datasets show consistent results. In each case, approximately 8 to 12 clusters seems to yield good fit to the data. There is a knee at approximately this point in each of the curves, suggesting that most of the structure in the data is captured by 8 to 12 clusters. Furthermore, since the metrics are not changing rapidly in this region, a small change in the number of clusters should not have a strong effect on our conclusions. As a result, we fix the number of clusters at 10 in subsequent analysis.
Properties of Clusters
The results of performing hierarchical agglomerative clustering (based on 10 clusters) on the 3-week Géant dataset is shown in Figure 7 . In the figure, each cluster is denoted by a distinct plotting symbol.
Clearly, automated methods can find structure in this data, but to be useful for analysis the clusters found should have some correspondence to high level anomaly types; that is, clusters should have some meaning. To determine whether automatically generated clusters have interpretation in terms of particular anomaly classes, we turn to our manually labeled data (three weeks of Abilene anomalies).
As a first step we examine how each set of labels is distributed in entropy space. These results are shown in Table 5 . For each label, we give the mean location and standard deviation in each dimension for the set of anomalies with that label. Note that this does not reflect any sort of automatic clustering, but is just a measure of where anomalies are located in entropy space. In this table, we have placed a bullet (¯) next to each case in which the mean is more than one standard deviation from zero, and a star ( ) when the mean is more than two standard deviations from zero.
The table shows that the location of anomalies in entropy space is consistent with the manual labels, and gives information about the nature of each anomaly type. Alpha flows are characterized by concentration in source and destination addresses. DoS attacks are characterized by a concentration in destination address. Flash crowds are from a dispersed set of source ports, to a concentrated set of destination addresses. Port scans are from a concentrated set of source addresses to a concentrated set of destination addresses and a very widely dispersed set of destination ports. Network scans are from a highly dispersed set of source ports, to a concentrated set of destination ports (we find that such network scans often use a large set of source ports, sometimes incrementing the source port on each probe). Network outages correspond to an unusually dispersed set of source and destination addresses found in a particular flow. Point to multipoint are from a small set of source addresses and ports to very large sets of addresses and ports. The false alarms have no strong tendency to show an unusual distribution for any feature. Finally, there are a set of unknown anomalies that show a slight tendency to concentration in source and destination addresses. We will return to the nature of these unknown anomalies below.
Having built an understanding of what sorts of anomalies should and do fall in various regions of entropy space, we can now examine the clusters found in our data, and ask whether they are useful for anomaly classification.
The 10 clusters found in the 3-week Abilene dataset are shown in Table 6 , in decreasing order of size (results from clustering Géant anomalies can be found in [24] ). For each cluster, we have given the number of anomalies placed into the cluster. We also show the label that was most commonly found among anomalies in the cluster (the plurality label), and the number of times that anomaly was found. Note that the cluster's plurality label is not necessarily an accurate label for the majority of points in the cluster, as can be seen from the column giving the number of times that the plurality label was found in the cluster. The next column shows how many of the anomalies in the cluster were unknown, i.e., not classifiable via our manual methods. Finally we summarize the location of each cluster in entropy space as follows: Each cluster has a mean and standard deviation along each entropy axis. For each axis, if the cluster's mean was less than 3 standard deviations from zero, we give the value ¼. We give a · if the mean is positive and more than 3 standard deviations from zero, and a if the mean is negative and more than 3 standard deviations from zero.
This table shows that clusters tend to be internally consistent, meaning that points within a cluster tend to have the same label. For example, the first cluster is over 80% a single anomaly type; in many of the other clusters, a single anomaly type is in the majority.
The table also shows that clusters tend to have distinct meanings. There are five different labels that are in the plurality in one or more clusters.
Turning to the position of the clusters in entropy space, we see that each cluster occupies a distinct position in entropy space. The largest alpha cluster lies in the region corresponding to narrowly concentrated distributions of source address, destination address, and destination port. This cluster mainly contains the previously-mentioned bandwidth-measurement experiments run by SLAC iperf [33] . It also contains 13 of the DOS attacks, which can be hard to distinguish from alpha flows without reference to specific port numbers.
The next cluster is dominated by network scan anomalies. This cluster lies in the region related to highly distributed source ports. As previously mentioned, these scans tend to use a large set of source ports, often incrementing the source port on each probe.
There are two kinds of clusters dominated by portscans. In the first cluster (cluster 3), source and destination ports are dispersed. In the second cluster (cluster 4), source ports are concentrated, while destination ports are dispersed. These represent two different styles of port scanning. In the first case, the scanner listens for responses on a wide variety of ports, perhaps in an attempt to avoid detection. In the second case, the scanner listens for responses on one or a small set of ports. Cluster 5 is dominated by alpha flows, and characterized by a dispersed set of destination addresses. Most of the outage events fall in the next cluster, cluster 6. This cluster shows a dispersed set of destination ports; investigation shows that this cluster contains a large number of cases in which multiple anomalies co-occur in the same timebin, as well as some alpha flows. Cluster 7 is also dominated by alpha flows, and is characterized by concentrated sets of source and destination addresses, but not concentration in source or destination ports. Cluster 8 is dominated by point-multipoint anomalies. These are to a wide range of destination ports. Based on examining ports used, it appears these may be content distribution, peer-to-peer traffic, or trojan activity. Cluster 9 is dominated by flash crowds -a concentration of flows to a single or small set of destination ports. Finally we have the smallest cluster, which consists of anomalies that are primarily sending from a concentrated set of ports.
Insight from Clustering
Our goal in applying unsupervised learning via clustering is to mine patterns from anomaly data to gain better insight into the nature of the anomalies that have been detected. In this section we report on a variety of insights that we derived from the clustering results described in the last section.
Our first example concerns clusters 3 and 4. The difference between these two types of port scans was not appreciated by us at the outset of our study and only became clear after inspecting the results of clustering. This is an example of how clustering can expose new kinds of anomalies not anticipated or detected in manual inspection.
The next set of examples involve the nature of the Unknown anomalies. Table 6 shows that the unknown anomalies tended to fall disproportionately in clusters 3 and 4, the port scan clusters. Armed with this observation, we returned to the raw data. In the case of cluster 3, we noted additional features in five of the unknown anomalies that suggested that they were in fact port scans. In the case of cluster 4, we noted that 6 of the unknown anomalies were destined to port 1433, suggestive of worm scanning activity. In these cases, the output of clustering suggested to us likely hypotheses for previously unidentified anomalies.
The final example concerns cluster 7. We noted that cluster 7 contains a number of alpha flows, but the cluster does not show concentration in the source or destination ports. On investigation, we found a possible explanation: alpha flows in this cluster appear to use different port numbers for each flow, in a manner suggesting that a network address translation (NAT) box is in the flow path. Thus, the effect of having a NAT in the path is to increase the dispersion in ports, leading to a cluster that is distinct from majority of alpha flows in cluster 1. This shows that clustering can reveal the presence of middleboxes in the path used by network flows.
CONCLUSIONS
General network anomaly diagnosis is an ambitious goal, but the advent of network-wide flow data brings that goal closer to feasibility. The challenge lies in extracting and analyzing network anomalies from this immense data source. This paper takes concrete steps to address that challenge by proposing and evaluating methods based on traffic feature distributions.
The paper has demonstrated the utility of treating anomalies as events that alter traffic feature distributions. We have shown that treating anomalies in this manner yields considerable diagnostic power, in detecting new anomalies, in understanding the structure of anomalies, and in classifying anomalies. We showed that entropy is an effective metric to capture unusual changes induced by anomalies in traffic feature distributions. We then demonstrated how the multiway subspace method is well suited to extract anomalous changes across multiple traffic features, and across the ensemble of OD flows.
Our ongoing work is centered on extending the feature-based diagnosis methodology. In particular, we are studying online extensions to the clustering methods, devising methods to expose the raw flow records involved in the anomaly, and investigating additional information that can aid in better classifying anomalies by their root-cause.
